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SANAA
SANTOS
The Art and
Science of
Analog Circuit
Design World
Economic
Forum
Fundamentals

of Power
Semiconducto
r Devices
provides an
in-depth
treatment of
the physics of
operation of
power
semiconductor

devices that
are commonly
used by the
power
electronics
industry.
Analytical
models for
explaining the
operation of
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all power
semiconductor
devices are
shown. The
treatment
here focuses
on silicon
devices but
includes the
unique
attributes and
design
requirements
for emerging
silicon carbide
devices. The
book will
appeal to
practicing
engineers in
the power
semiconductor
device
community.
Fundamentals
of Silicon
Carbide
Technology
John Wiley &
Sons
Nowadays,
power

electronics is
an enabling
technology in
the energy
development
scenario.
Furthermore,
power
electronics is
strictly linked
with several
ﬁelds of
technological
growth, such
as consumer
electronics, IT
and
communicatio
ns, electrical
networks,
utilities,
industrial
drives and
robotics, and
transportation
and
automotive
sectors.
Moreover, the
widespread
use of power
electronics

3
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enables cost
savings and
minimization
of losses in
several
technology
applications
required for
sustainable
economic
growth. The
topologies of
DC–DC power
converters
and switching
converters are
under
continuous
development
and deserve
special
attention to
highlight the
advantages
and
disadvantages
for use
increasingly
oriented
towards green
and
sustainable

4

development.
DC–DC
converter
topologies are
developed in
consideration
of higher
eﬃciency,
reliable
control
switching
strategies,
and faulttolerant
conﬁgurations
. Several
types of
switching
converter
topologies are
involved in
isolated
DC–DC
converter and
nonisolated
DC–DC
converter
solutions
operating in
hard-switching
and softswitching

4

conditions.
Switching
converters
have
applications in
a broad range
of areas in
both low and
high power
densities. The
articles
presented in
the Special
Issue titled
"Advanced
DC-DC Power
Converters
and Switching
Converters"
consolidate
the work on
the
investigation
of the
switching
converter
topology
considering
the
technological
advances
oﬀered by

innovative
wide-bandgap
devices and
performance
optimization
methods in
control
strategies
used.
Electronic
Industry Data
in Depth
Springer
Gallium Oxide:
Technology,
Devices and
Applications
discusses the
wide bandgap
semiconductor
and its
promising
applications in
power
electronics,
solar blind UV
detectors, and
in extreme
environment
electronics. It
also covers
the
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fundamental
science of
gallium oxide,
providing an
in-depth look
at the most
relevant
properties of
this materials
system. High
quality bulk
Ga2O3 is now
commercially
available from
several
sources and ntype epi
structures are
also coming
onto the
market. As
researchers
are focused on
creating new
complex
structures, the
book
addresses the
latest
processing
and synthesis
methods.

Chapters are
designed to
give readers a
complete
picture of the
Ga2O3 ﬁeld
and the area
of devices
based on
Ga2O3, from
their
theoretical
simulation, to
fabrication
and
application.
Provides an
overview of
the
advantages of
the gallium
oxide
materials
system, the
advances in in
bulk and
epitaxial
crystal
growth, device
design and
processing
Reviews the

5
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most relevant
applications,
including
photodetector
s, FETs,
FINFETs,
MOSFETs,
sensors,
catalytic
applications,
and more
Addresses
materials
properties,
including
structural,
mechanical,
electrical,
optical,
surface and
contact
Semiconducto
r Power
Devices MDPI
THE HARD
DRIVE BIBLE,
EIGHTH
EDITION is the
deﬁnitive
reference
book for
anyone who

6

deals with
personal
computer data
storage
devices of any
kind. This
comprehensiv
e work covers
installations,
drive
parameters, &
set up
information
for thousands
of Hard Disk,
Optical, DAT
Tape, & CDROM Drives. A
concise
history of data
storage
devices is
followed by
the most
expansive
compilation of
technical data
oﬀered to the
public today.
Speciﬁcations,
drawings,
charts &

6

photos cover
jumper
settings,
cabling,
partitioning &
formatting of
disk drives.
SCSI
commands &
protocols are
addressed, in
addition to
chapters
revealing the
intricacies of
diﬀerent
interface
standards &
common
troubleshootin
g procedures.
THE HARD
DRIVE BIBLE
contains the
answers to
anyone's
questions
concerning
the purchase,
installation &
use of modern
digital data

storage
devices. The
diﬃculties
caused by
compatibility
mismatches
are addressed
& solutions
are oﬀered.
Also featured
are controller
card
information &
performance
ratings, as
well as
valuable tips
on increasing
drive
performance
& reliability
through
software. THE
HARD DRIVE
BIBLE is
published by
Corporate
Systems
Center, one of
the leaders in
the digital
storage device
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ﬁeld. A CDROM included
with the book
carries CSC's
drive
performance
test software
& formatting
tools, as well
as thousands
of drive
parameters,
speciﬁcations,
& technical
drawings. To
order contact:
Corporate
Systems
Center, 1294
Hammerwood
Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA
94089;
408-743-8787.
Directory of
Korean
trading agents
MDPI
Vols. for
1970-71
includes
manufacturers

catalogs.
Advanced DCDC Power
Converters
and Switching
Converters
Elsevier
The Circuit
Designer’s
Companion
covers the
theoretical
aspects and
practices in
analogue and
digital circuit
design.
Electronic
circuit design
involves
designing a
circuit that will
fulﬁll its
speciﬁed
function and
designing the
same circuit
so that every
production
model of it will
fulﬁll its
speciﬁed

7
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function, and
no other
undesired and
unspeciﬁed
function. This
book is
composed of
nine chapters
and starts
with a review
of the concept
of grounding,
wiring, and
printed
circuits. The
subsequent
chapters deal
with the
passive and
active
components
of circuitry
design. These
topics are
followed by
discussions of
the principles
of other
design
components,
including
linear

8

integrated
circuits, digital
circuits, and
power
supplies. The
remaining
chapters
consider the
vital role of
electromagnet
ic
compatibility
in circuit
design. These
chapters also
look into
safety, design
of production,
testability,
reliability, and
thermal
management
of the
designed
circuit. This
book is of
great value to
electrical and
design
engineers.
Disruptive
Wide Bandgap

8

Semiconducto
rs, Related
Technologies,
and Their
Applications
Springer
Learn the
basic
properties and
designs of
modern VLSI
devices, as
well as the
factors
aﬀecting
performance,
with this
thoroughly
updated
second
edition. The
ﬁrst edition
has been
widely
adopted as a
standard
textbook in
microelectroni
cs in many
major US
universities
and

worldwide.
The
internationally
renowned
authors
highlight the
intricate
interdependen
cies and
subtle tradeoﬀs between
various
practically
important
device
parameters,
and provide
an in-depth
discussion of
device scaling
and scaling
limits of CMOS
and bipolar
devices.
Equations and
parameters
provided are
checked
continuously
against the
reality of
silicon data,
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making the
book equally
useful in
practical
transistor
design and in
the classroom.
Every chapter
has been
updated to
include the
latest
developments,
such as
MOSFET scale
length theory,
high-ﬁeld
transport
model and
SiGe-base
bipolar
devices.
Electronics
World +
Wireless
World
Springer
A
comprehensiv
e introduction
and up-todate reference

to SiC power
semiconductor
devices
covering
topics from
material
properties to
applications
Based on a
number of
breakthroughs
in SiC material
science and
fabrication
technology in
the 1980s and
1990s, the
ﬁrst SiC
Schottky
barrier diodes
(SBDs) were
released as
commercial
products in
2001. The SiC
SBD market
has grown
signiﬁcantly
since that
time, and
SBDs are now
used in a

9
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variety of
power
systems,
particularly
switch-mode
power
supplies and
motor
controls. SiC
power
MOSFETs
entered
commercial
production in
2011,
providing
rugged, higheﬃciency
switches for
highfrequency
power
systems. In
this wideranging book,
the authors
draw on their
considerable
experience to
present both
an
introduction to

10

SiC materials,
devices, and
applications
and an indepth
reference for
scientists and
engineers
working in this
fast-moving
ﬁeld.
Fundamentals
of Silicon
Carbide
Technology
covers basic
properties of
SiC materials,
processing
technology,
theory and
analysis of
practical
devices, and
an overview of
the most
important
systems
applications.
Speciﬁcally
included are:
A complete

10

discussion of
SiC material
properties,
bulk crystal
growth,
epitaxial
growth, device
fabrication
technology,
and
characterizati
on techniques.
Device
physics and
operating
equations for
Schottky
diodes, pin
diodes,
JBS/MPS
diodes, JFETs,
MOSFETs,
BJTs, IGBTs,
and thyristors.
A survey of
power
electronics
applications,
including
switch-mode
power
supplies,

motor drives,
power
converters for
electric
vehicles, and
converters for
renewable
energy
sources.
Coverage of
special
applications,
including
microwave
devices, hightemperature
electronics,
and rugged
sensors. Fully
illustrated
throughout,
the text is
written by
recognized
experts with
over 45 years
of combined
experience in
SiC research
and
development.
This book is
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intended for
graduate
students and
researchers in
crystal
growth,
material
science, and
semiconductor
device
technology.
The book is
also useful for
design
engineers,
application
engineers,
and product
managers in
areas such as
power
supplies,
converter and
inverter
design,
electric
vehicle
technology,
hightemperature
electronics,
sensors, and

smart grid
technology.
Hard Drive
Bible Royal
Society of
Chemistry
Wide Bandgap
Power
Semiconducto
r Packaging:
Materials,
Components,
and Reliability
addresses the
key
challenges
that WBG
power
semiconductor
s face during
integration,
including heat
resistance,
heat
dissipation
and thermal
stress, noise
reduction at
high
frequency and
discrete
components,

11
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and
challenges in
interfacing,
metallization,
plating,
bonding and
wiring.
Experts on the
topic present
the latest
research on
materials,
components
and methods
of reliability
and
evaluation for
WBG power
semiconductor
s and suggest
solutions to
pave the way
for
integration. As
wide bandgap
(WBG) power
semiconductor
s, SiC and
GaN, are the
latest
promising
electric

12

conversion
devices
because of
their excellent
features, such
as high
breakdown
voltage, high
frequency
capability, and
high heatresistance
beyond 200 C,
this book is a
timely
resource on
the topic.
Examines the
key
challenges of
wide bandgap
power
semiconductor
packaging at
various levels,
including
materials,
components
and device
performance
Provides the
latest

12

research on
potential
solutions, with
an eye
towards the
end goal of
system
integration
Discusses key
problems,
such as
thermal
management,
noise
reduction,
challenges in
interconnects
and
substrates
Fundamental
s of Power
Semiconduct
or Devices
BoD – Books
on Demand
This book is
an attempt to
present under
one cover the
current state
of knowledge
concerning

the potential
lightning
eﬀects on
aircraft and
that means
that are
available to
designers and
operators to
protect
against these
eﬀects. The
impetus for
writing this
book springs
from two
sources- the
increased use
of nonmetallic
materials in
the structure
of aircraft and
the constant
trend toward
using
electronic
equipment to
handle ﬂightcritical control
and
navigation
function.
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Energy
Eﬃciency in
Electric
Motors,
Drives,
Power
Converters
and Related
Systems
Elsevier
SiC and GaN
devices have
been around
for some time.
The ﬁrst
dedicated
international
conference on
SiC and
related
devices,
"ICSCRM," was
held in
Washington,
DC, in 1987.
But only
recently, the
commercializa
tion of SiC and
GaN devices
has happened.
Due to its

material
properties, Si
as a
semiconductor
has limitations
in hightemperature,
high-voltage,
and highfrequency
regimes. With
the help of SiC
and GaN
devices, it is
possible to
realize more
eﬃcient
power
systems.
Devices
manufactured
from SiC and
GaN have
already been
impacting
diﬀerent areas
with their
ability to
outperform Si
devices. Some
of the
examples are

13
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the
telecommunic
ations,
automotive/lo
comotive,
power, and
renewable
energy
industries. To
achieve the
carbon
emission
targets set by
diﬀerent
countries, it is
inevitable to
use these new
technologies.
This book
attempts to
cover all the
important
facets related
to wide
bandgap
semiconductor
technology,
including new
challenges
posed by it.
This book is
intended for

14

graduate
students,
researchers,
engineers,
and
technology
experts who
have been
working in the
exciting ﬁelds
of SiC and
GaN power
devices.
Advancing
Silicon
Carbide
Electronics
Technology II
CreateSpace
MEMS devices
are found in
many of
today’s
electronic
devices and
systems, from
air-bag
sensors in
cars to smart
phones,
embedded
systems, etc.

14

Increasingly,
the reduction
in dimensions
has led to
nanometerscale devices,
called NEMS.
The plethora
of applications
on the
commercial
market speaks
for itself, and
especially for
the highly
precise
manufacturing
of siliconbased MEMS
and NEMS.
While this is a
tremendous
achievement,
silicon as a
material has
some
drawbacks,
mainly in the
area of
mechanical
fatigue and
thermal

properties.
Silicon carbide
(SiC), a wellknown widebandgap
semiconductor
whose
adoption in
commercial
products is
experiening
exponential
growth,
especially in
the power
electronics
arena. While
SiC MEMS
have been
around for
decades, in
this Special
Issue we seek
to capture
both an
overview of
the devices
that have
been
demonstrated
to date, as
well as bring
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new
technologies
and progress
in the MEMS
processing
area to the
forefront.
Thus, this
Special Issue
seeks to
showcase
research
papers, short
communicatio
ns, and review
articles that
focus on: (1)
novel designs,
fabrication,
control, and
modeling of
SiC MEMS and
NEMS based
on all kinds of
actuation
mechanisms;
and (2) new
developments
in applying
SiC MEMS and
NEMS in
consumer

electronics,
optical
communicatio
ns, industry,
medicine,
agriculture,
space, and
defense.
Power
Electronics
Handbook 新電子
封面故事 HPC芯技大戰
面對數據量急遽成長，處理
器的運算負擔加重，驅動產
業內對高效能運
算(HPC)的強大需
求。Intel、AMD、Arm
及NVIDIA相繼針
對HPC推出處理器/平台
以回應市場需求，不只關
注HPC應用，更積極搶
攻HPC市場，全力扭轉
固有的高效能處理器的市占。
同時受到疫情與人工智
慧(AI)應用需求增加影響，
處理器廠商無不加強算力優
化，持續推出可滿
足HPC需求的產品。與
此同時，HPC持續透過
軟/硬體加速，包含開發用
途準確的AI晶片、提升記
憶體3D堆疊的技術，以及

15
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研發記憶體內運算等方式，
同時結合5G的低延遲特性，
盡力克服算力瓶頸。可預
期AI高效能運算不單是處
理器的效能競賽，更是考驗
廠商處理龐雜資料的能力。
雜誌目錄 *主題探索 處理
器大廠競爭白熱化 HPC
哥吉拉大戰金剛 HPC硬
體加速助AI落地 大數據處
理過五關斬六將 開源工具
降硬體開發門檻 自行調適
架構部署DSA有解 *技
術解密 高速傳輸邁
向40Gbps USB
4訊號傳輸與架構設計 滿
足製程微縮需求 多孔低介
電材料重要性日增 為高密
度I/O封裝搬開絆腳石 就
地甲酸處理幫大忙 低故障
率設計架構 FPGA關鍵
任務成功達陣 功能安全遵
循國際認證 IEC
60730-1改善家用電
器安全 掌握可靠度驗證成
功之道 釐清預處
理/MSL試驗差異 資料
處理量持續提升 記憶體模
組可靠度驗證達陣 五步驟
實現快速高效設計 半自動
化工具提升電源電路品質
數位電源安全/功率密集/高
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效率達陣 GaN FET/
即時MCU相得益彰 *市
場透視 氮化鎵(GaN)功
率半導體技術與應用論壇特
刊報導--技術創新跨越臨界
點 氮化鎵功率應用市場大
爆發 大廠搶進又淡出 創客
生態圈二次轉型 無人載具
拼商轉 自駕巴士/計程車/
卡車搶頭香 記憶體模組改
朝換代在即 2021
為DDR5市場化元年 美
中貿易戰下的華為 從專利
看中國5G布局 *菁英開
講 專訪u-blox商業開
發主管劉彥呈 智慧共享運
具成長潛力十足 專
訪Imagination台
灣區業務總監林奐祥 插旗
自駕車AI影像辨識應用
*新聞直擊 回應NB業者
強力要求 USB-PD即
將進入240W世代
2021台灣通訊產值將
達3.92兆元 本土疫情為
前景蒙陰影 深度學習正盛
AI逐步發展環境理解能力
互聯難題有解了 英特
爾/QuTech聯手展示
低溫Qubit控制晶片
USB4商機點燃
Hub/Docking擴
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充商機打頭陣 3D
NAND前景可期 長江
儲存實力不容小看 收
購monoDrive/結
盟Ansys NI擴大自駕
車布局 纜線/連接器/電路
板整合設計 USB4高速
訊號完整性有解 ※新電子
科技雜誌簡介 新電子科技
雜誌於1986年創刊，以
台灣資訊電子上下游產業的
訊息橋樑自居，提供國際與
國內電子產業重點資訊，以
利產業界人士掌握自有競爭
力。雜誌內容徹底執行各專
欄內容品質，透過讀者回函
瞭解讀者意見，調整方向以
專業豐富的內容建立特色；
定期舉辦研討會、座談會、
透過產業廠商的參與度，樹
立專業形象；透過網際網路
豐富資訊的提供，資訊擴及
華人世界。 更多資訊請參
考：http:/www.mem.com.tw
Electronic
Components,
Korea MDPI
Surface
plasmon
resonance
(SPR) plays a
dominant role

in real-time
interaction
sensing of
biomolecular
binding
events, this
book provides
a total system
description
including
optics, ﬂuidics
and sensor
surfaces for a
wide
researcher
audience.
The Circuit
Designer’s
Companion
ButterworthHeinemann
In this
companion
text to Analog
Circuit Design:
Art, Science,
and
Personalities,
seventeen
contributors
present more
tutorial,
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historical, and
editorial
viewpoints on
subjects
related to
analog circuit
design. By
presenting
divergent
methods and
views of
people who
have achieved
some measure
of success in
their ﬁeld, the
book
encourages
readers to
develop their
own approach
to design. In
addition, the
essays and
anecdotes
give some
constructive
guidance in
areas not
usually
covered in
engineering

courses, such
as marketing
and career
development.
*Includes
visualizing
operation of
analog circuits
*Describes
troubleshootin
g for optimum
circuit
performance
*Demonstrate
s how to
produce a
saleable
product
Electronic
Design
Materials
Research
Forum LLC
This book is a
comprehensiv
e, all-in-one
source on
design of
monolithic
GaN power
ICs. It is
written in

17
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handbook
style with
systematic
guidelines and
includes
implementatio
n examples. It
covers the full
range from
technology
fundamentals
to
implementatio
n details
including
design
techniques
speciﬁc for
GaN
technology. It
provides a
detailed loss
analysis based
on
comparative
measurement
s between
silicon and
GaN based
converters to
provide an
understanding

18

of the
relations
between
design choices
and results
which can be
transferred to
other power
converter
systems.
JEE, Journal
of Electronic
Engineering
John Wiley &
Sons
Research on
radiationtolerant
electronics
has increased
rapidly over
the past few
years,
resulting in
many
interesting
approaches to
modeling
radiation
eﬀects and
designing
radiation-

18

hardened
integrated
circuits and
embedded
systems. This
research is
strongly
driven by the
growing need
for radiationhardened
electronics for
space
applications,
high-energy
physics
experiments
such as those
on the Large
Hadron
Collider at
CERN, and
many
terrestrial
nuclear
applications
including
nuclear
energy and
nuclear
safety. With
the

progressive
scaling of
integrated
circuit
technologies
and the
growing
complexity of
electronic
systems, their
susceptibility
to ionizing
radiation has
raised many
exciting
challenges,
which are
expected to
drive research
in the coming
decade. In this
book we
highlight
recent
breakthroughs
in the study of
radiation
eﬀects in
advanced
semiconductor
devices, as
well as in
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highperformance
analog, mixed
signal, RF, and
digital
integrated
circuits. We
also focus on
advances in
embedded
radiation
hardening in
both FPGA and
microcontrolle
r systems and
apply
radiationhardened
embedded
systems for
cryptography
and image
processing,
targeting
space
applications.
Monolithic
Integration in
E-Mode GaN
Technology
Cambridge
University

Press
A
comprehensiv
e introduction
and up-todate reference
to SiC power
semiconductor
devices
covering
topics from
material
properties to
applications
Based on a
number of
breakthroughs
in SiC material
science and
fabrication
technology in
the 1980s and
1990s, the
ﬁrst SiC
Schottky
barrier diodes
(SBDs) were
released as
commercial
products in
2001. The SiC
SBD market

19
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has grown
signiﬁcantly
since that
time, and
SBDs are now
used in a
variety of
power
systems,
particularly
switch-mode
power
supplies and
motor
controls. SiC
power
MOSFETs
entered
commercial
production in
2011,
providing
rugged, higheﬃciency
switches for
highfrequency
power
systems. In
this wideranging book,
the authors

20

draw on their
considerable
experience to
present both
an
introduction to
SiC materials,
devices, and
applications
and an indepth
reference for
scientists and
engineers
working in this
fast-moving
ﬁeld.
Fundamentals
of Silicon
Carbide
Technology
covers basic
properties of
SiC materials,
processing
technology,
theory and
analysis of
practical
devices, and
an overview of
the most

20

important
systems
applications.
Speciﬁcally
included are:
A complete
discussion of
SiC material
properties,
bulk crystal
growth,
epitaxial
growth, device
fabrication
technology,
and
characterizati
on techniques.
Device
physics and
operating
equations for
Schottky
diodes, pin
diodes,
JBS/MPS
diodes, JFETs,
MOSFETs,
BJTs, IGBTs,
and thyristors.
A survey of
power

electronics
applications,
including
switch-mode
power
supplies,
motor drives,
power
converters for
electric
vehicles, and
converters for
renewable
energy
sources.
Coverage of
special
applications,
including
microwave
devices, hightemperature
electronics,
and rugged
sensors. Fully
illustrated
throughout,
the text is
written by
recognized
experts with
over 45 years
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of combined
experience in
SiC research
and
development.
This book is
intended for
graduate
students and
researchers in
crystal
growth,
material
science, and
semiconductor
device
technology.
The book is
also useful for
design
engineers,
application
engineers,
and product
managers in
areas such as
power
supplies,
converter and
inverter
design,
electric

vehicle
technology,
hightemperature
electronics,
sensors, and
smart grid
technology.
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Nature
HalbleiterLeistungsbaue
lemente sind
das Kernstück
der
Leistungselekt
ronik. Sie
bestimmen
die
Leistungsfähig
keit und
machen
neuartige und
verlustarme
Schaltungen
erst möglich.
In dem Band
wird neben
den HalbleiterLeistungsbaue

21
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lementen
selbst auch
die Aufbauund
Verbindungste
chnik
behandelt:
von den
physikalischen
Grundlagen
und der
Herstellungste
chnologie
über einzelne
Bauelemente
bis zu
thermomecha
nischen
Problemen,
Zerstörungsm
echanismen
und
Störungseﬀekt
en. Die 2.,
überarbeitete
Auﬂage
berücksichtigt
technische
Neuerungen
und
Entwicklungen
.

22

Electronic
Business
Buyer MDPI
Today, there
is a great deal
of attention
focused on
sustainable
growth
worldwide.
The increase
in eﬃciency in
the use of
energy may
even, in this
historical
moment, bring
greater
beneﬁt than
the use of
renewable
energies.
Electricity
appears to be
the most
sustainable of
energies and
the most
promising
hope for a
planet capable
of growing

22

without
compromising
its own health
and that of its
inhabitants.
Power
electronics
and electrical
drives are the
key
technologies
that will allow
energy
savings
through the
reduction of
energy losses
in many
applications.
This Special
Issue has
collected
several
scientiﬁc
contributions
related to
energy
eﬃciency in
electrical
equipment.
Some articles
are dedicated

to the use and
optimization
of permanent
magnet
motors, which
allow
obtaining the
highest level
of eﬃciency.
Most of the
contributions
describe the
energy
improvements
that can be
achieved with
power
electronics
and the use of
suitable
control
techniques.
Last but not
least, some
articles
describe
interesting
solutions for
hybrid
vehicles,
which were
created
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mainly to save

energy in the
smartest way

23

possible.
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